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OVER
As the team reflects, 2021 for Women’s Platform was about expanding connectedness with its clients, internal programmes and collaborations, with various organisations as well as Women’s Platform
supporters. The relationships formed with the various networks improved and created a safe space in a time of uncertainty, that allowed Women’s Platform to serve and support women. 

The successful launch of online platforms in 2020 meant that the clients were familiar and accustomed to the technology trends and Women’s Platform was equipped and available to give the technical support
where needed. The hybrid model allowed Women’s Platform to work efficiently and effectively in meeting the needs of the women - they could balance their home responsibilities whilst gaining new skills.  

Communication with the women for announcements, updates, activities and other support such as welfare and advocacy referrals was done mostly via WhatsApp groups, texts and telephone calls.
Personal Development courses, Sector trainings, Small Business Skills Courses, Leadership Group trainings, Product Development group and Open Workshops, focused on health, human rights, leadership and
professionalism via online and in person platforms. The feedback received from the women was positive and showed that they were seeking to increase knowledge and to improve their lives through various
Women’s Platform offerings.  
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HIGH LIGHTS
Women’s Platform maintained a safe space
where women received trainings in
conversational English, personal development,
basic sector skills, leadership advancement,
product development and open workshops
relating to health, human rights,
professionalism and leadership. Using the
hybrid model in the Women’s Platform
activities has benefited many of the Women’s
Platform clients; the access to services and
shared resources provided has upskilled and
reached more women not only within Cape
Town but also beyond. Having regular
communication channels available to the
women such as WhatsApp, zoom, telephone,
email and face-to-face correspondence also
gave access to understand and combat some
of the psychosocial needs of the Women’s
Platform clients. 

The Women’s Platform WhatsApp groups
reach 920 women and the majority find it
relevant and useful to their daily lives. Overall,
the Women’s Platform clients - via the annual
feedback - expressed their continued
appreciation and interest in Women’s Platform.
They also highlighted topics they would like
more of in the New Year, which we will be
basing our 2022 Open Workshop calendar on. 

The Peer Leadership Group rounded the year
off with a community project in one of the
impoverished communities. The Leadership
Group supported a soup kitchen based at the
crèche of one of the alumni women. They
raised donations of clothing, sanitary pads and
razors, which they distributed. Additionally,
they interacted and spoke about health
awareness to the people. This initiative was
part of their community planning and
implementing project before they gracefully
graduated in December. 

Anna Leite one of the Women’s Platform Alumni
and previous Personal Development facilitator,
presented an open workshop “Dare to Dream”
to mark and celebrate her book launch. She
shared an inspiring story of her journey as a
person who is a migrant, and how hard work
and hope led her to being discovered and
having her poetry book published. Moreover,
one of her poems was also used on television
in an advert on raising awareness on gender-
based violence. 

The Product Development Group also
graduated and highlighted their growth and
products learned in the past year. The crafters
from sector training also supported them by
doing a runway showcase of what they had
made in the reporting period - listening
attentively to the Alumni Product Development
Group as they spoke of their growth and future
goals. 

During the reporting period, a qualified English
teacher was recruited to support with the
Conversational English curriculum and
facilitate lessons to assist Women’s Platform
clients in becoming more proficient in English.
The previous curriculum had been too broad
and kept changing with each new intern as
they ran the classes, the new curriculum
focuses on communication in English using
listening, speaking, reading and writing skills to
help women gain confidence in English
language and conversational skills. 

H18 Foundation is an NPO based in Milnerton,
Cape Town that focuses on employment
opportunities through specialised craft
(crocheting) for women living in Joe Slovo Park
settlement. On a visit to the organisation, we
realised a great need for the women to learn
English - they are predominantly from Malawi.
Women’s Platform is going to be supporting
and finding avenues to facilitate English
lessons for the women. 

Word of Mouth (W.O.M) is a Product and
Service partnerships, supporting nail
technicians and hairdressers with additional
clients and providing access to stock and
negotiation of discounts, logistics and delivery,
training and business acumen. They target
small businesses in high density areas, so as
to build the communities from within. This
collaboration has allowed our clients to receive
trainings when they join this group and for our
alumni to also hold workshops for WOM in
topics such as general customer service,
vocational training on nail techniques and life
skills training on budgeting - personal and
business - and receive a stipend for their
presentations. 
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WOMEN REGISTERED FOR THE WOMEN’S PLATFORM
giving the women an opportunity to receive resources, personal skills and financial
sustainability. Most of the newly registered platform members originally come from the
DRC, Zimbabwe, Rwanda, Burundi, Somalia, and South Africa. The online platform
allowed for women interested who did not live-in close proximity to Scalabrini to also
participate. 
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Women here, women there
Two women from the Democratic Republic of Congo and Angola
describe women’s rights and realities in their home country
compared with their experiences in South Africa. 

More and more women are migrating. Research shows that the
number of women migrating to South Africa has quadrupled since
1990. From available statistics, we can deduce that there are
roughly 1.7 million women who have migrated to South Africa.
Women who migrate are faced with added barriers to
documentation and services – and are more likely to face
challenges finding work. These issues are recognised by the
international community and have resulted in various efforts to
address this – such as the Sustainable Development Goals working
towards gender equality and the ending of all forms of
discrimination against women and girls.  

Several international legal frameworks exist specifically to protect
and uplift women in the African context. For example, in 2003, the
African Union adopted the Protocol to the African Charter on
Human and People’s Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa.
States undertook to ‘combat all forms of discrimination against
women through appropriate legislative, institutional and other
measures’, as well as providing educational measures, laws and
action to end such discrimination. 

Mary’s mother – who has vivid memories of life in Angola – forms
much of Mary’s ability to compare realities for women in South
Africa and Angola.  

“My mum has a motto,” explains Mary. “She says, ‘when you are in
the country where everyone is dancing on one leg, you do the
same’. The rhythm of South Africa is that there are women’s
rights.” Indeed, the need and ability of women to make business in
South Africa is an important comparative point for Mary. “In your
home country, you can relax a bit more as you have family around.
Here in South Africa, you need to have a purpose as a woman; you
must push and make a living. Men cannot decide where you live or
what work you do.” 

Inspired by her mother’s tenacious approach to business, Mary is
using her learnings and experiences at Women’s Platform to
become a ‘humble leader’ and seek opportunities to empower
other entrepreneurial women. 

INCREASING NUMBERS OF WOMEN ON THE MOVE

MARY: THE ABILITY TO DO BUSINESS IN SOUTH
AFRICA IS EASIER

NADIA: WE HAVE MORE RIGHTS IN THEORY, BUT
NOT ALWAYS IN REALITY
Nadia echoes Mary’s recognition of wider women’s rights in South
Africa – but also sees that in reality, this is limited. “South Africa
values and promotes women’s rights, but in reality, it is difficult as I
don’t feel like a citizen.” The barriers faced as a non-citizen in
South Africa make it difficult to compare access to rights back
home. Within her own family life, however, the woman’s role has
changed since being in South Africa. “Back home, women have no
say in front of men,” she reflects. “There are even certain foods
that women cannot eat, for example. Here, I have freedom of
speech. It is totally different in Congo DRC. When you want to raise
your voice as a woman in Congo DRC, they will give you names.” 

However, there are many similar struggles faced by women in both
places that Nadia has lived. Violence against women in DRC and
South Africa, although different in its nature and context, is a
threat and danger that has followed Nadia during her migration.  

Nadia is keen to see women speak out about gender-based
violence. She notices that even the Congolese community in South
Africa speak privately about the violence they face but are scared
to speak publicly. “My biggest message to tell women across
Africa is not to fear. We need to come together and stand up to
these fears that we have as women.” 

“My biggest message to tell women across Africa is
not to fear. We need to come together and stand
up to these fears that we have as women."

REFLECTIONS FROM WOMEN WHO HAVE
MIGRATED

“The Women’s Platform at the Scalabrini Centre of Cape Town
brings together women through training and development
programmes. The platform works with women who have migrated
to South Africa from all corners of Africa. 

Nadia (not her real name) fled the war zone in the Democratic
Republic of Congo and sought safety in South Africa. Building up a
life in South Africa has been very difficult. She is undertaking
courses with the Women’s Platform in a hope of finding work. 

https://issafrica.s3.amazonaws.com/site/uploads/sar-16.pdf
https://sihma.org.za/Blog-on-the-move/exclusion-of-migrant-
women-in-africa-access-to-identity-documentation-for-migrant-
women
https://sihma.org.za/Blog-on-the-move/exclusion-of-migrant-
women-in-africa-access-to-housing
https://au.int/sites/default/files/treaties/37077-treaty-
charter_on_rights_of_women_in_africa.pdf

Mary (not her real name) came to South Africa when she was 11
years old. She remembers fleeing the war in Angola with her family
when ‘one day, a tank rolled into our yard. The soldiers just bent
the burglar bars at the window and raided our house.’  She has
lived in South Africa several decades and considers herself African
above all else. ‘When people ask me, I say that I am an African who
just resides in South Africa,’ she explains. ‘I tell them to go back to
their family tree and they will see that we are all a mix and inter-
related somehow. Self-identity is defined by who you are simply as
a person.’ 

Here in South Africa, you need to have
a purpose as a woman; you must push
and make a living. Men cannot decide
where you live or what work you do.
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Women’s Platform has been paving a way that is
more connected and regulated in spite of the
surrounding circumstances. The Women’s
Platform will continue to help women in seeking a
better future and integration into the
communities. The need for psychosocial support
for the women continues to emerge, hence
combating mental health issues and GBV is an
ongoing process within the Women’s platform. In
the new year, intentional processes coupled with
Women’s Platform’s current activities will be
embarked on to provide further emotional support
and alleviate trauma. We will also focus on holistic
development of alumni, leaders and facilitators
through advanced trainings and mentorship to
build peer mentors.  

The	centre	is	registered	with	the	South	African	Department	of
Social	Development	as	a	non-profit	organisation	(021-079	NPO),	as
a	youth	and	child	care	centre	(C7569)	and	as	a	Public	Benefit
Organisation	with	the	South	African	Revenue	Services
(930012808)and	governed	by	a	Trust	(IT2746/2006).
	Auditors:	CAP	Chartered	Accountants.

looking forward...

http://www.scalabrini.org.za/
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